
SERVA-PAK™
Extended Surface
High Capacity Bag Filter

Unique Stitch Configuration For Superior Air 
Flow And Uniform Media Separation:



SERVA-PAK™
Extended Surface
High Capacity Bag Filter

Purolator’s SERVA-PAK is an extended surface high 
capacity air filter composed of individual dust holding 
pockets assembled in a metal support frame. A special 
multi-row stitching process performed on layers of ultra-
fine glass bonded to a non-woven backing produces 
uniform spacing between each pocket, and provides 
optimum media performance while extending filter life. 

Each pocket is bonded and sealed to its own J-channel 
support frame, which is mechanically fastened to a  
heavy duty, corrosion resistant, galvanized enclosure 
frame. This design creates a rigid, air tight construction
with a minimum of 85% open face area.

The SERVA-PAK is available in a variety of filter 
efficiencies, face sizes, depth and capacity combinations 
to accommodate most system requirements: limited fan 
static, high concentration of contaminants, limited filter 
bank face area, etc. Appropriate product selection will 
maximize performance. (Refer to the performance data 
section for full listing of sizes and efficiency data.)

All SERVA-PAK filters are Class 2 listed by Underwriters 
Laboratories, Inc. Testing is performed in accordance with 
ASHRAE 52.1 and 52.2 and UL Standard 900.

The corrosion resistant, galvanized header frame is 
designed with interlocking mitered corners to create 
rigid internal support. To maximize SERVA-PAK 
performance the header is constructed to prevent air 
leakage by eliminating metal-to-metal contact points 
between individual components. During assembly, each 
fiberglass-to-metal contact point is glued to prevent 
air bypass between mechanically fastened pockets. A 
unique process of fastening adjacent J-channel frames 
prevents media damage during assembly and shipment.

The SERVA-PAK filter is offered in four standard filter 
face sizes, making it adaptable to a variety of frame and 
track systems.  These nominal filter sizes are:  12 x 24", 
20 x 20", 20 x 24", and 24 x 24".

The variety of SERVA-PAK filter sizes and efficiency 
options allows you to match the proper filter with 
virtually any application.  With 24 depth and capacity 
combinations to choose from, most system conditions, 
including limited fan static, high concentration of 
contaminants, and limited filter bank face area, can be 
accommodated.

The SERVA-PAK header is manufactured from 
corrosion-resistant, galvanized metal. The frame features 
rigid internal support for the filter, and interlocking 
mitered corners.

Unique stitch config-
uration for superior 
air flow and uniform 
media separation
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Air filters shall be replaceable, factory assembled filters 
consisting of multiple dust holding pockets assembled in a 
corrosion-resistant galvanized steel frame.

Filter media shall be of high density ultra-fine glass 
microfiber formed into a .25” thick filter blanket and 
reinforced by an integral scrim backing.  The filter shall have 
an average efficiency of ___% and an average arrestance of 
not less than __% when tested in accordance with ASHRAE 
std. 52.1-1992.

A multi-row stitching process shall produce individual 
self-supporting dust holding pockets to achieve uniform 
media spacing thereby extending filter life and optimizing 
performance.  The multiple rows of stitching shall be sealed 
with a hot-melt adhesive.  Dust holding pockets shall be 
bonded to their own metal support frame and assembled 
into a heavy gauge galvanized steel enclosure frame.  Side-
by-side pockets shall be mechanically fastened to the 
adjacent frames using a non-piercing clinch.  The open area 
of the filter shall be greater than 85% of the total face area.

The filter shall be rated Class 2 by Underwriters 
Laboratories, Inc.  Each filter shall have a rating of 
________ CFM at an initial resistance not to exceed 
________ inches w.g.  Each filter shall have no less than
________ sq. ft. of media area.
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visible to eye

rain drops
sand tailings

mist
ground limestone

pollens
flour mill dust

foundry dust
asphalt paving

insecticide dust
sea fog

spray dried milk
cement dust

soot blowing boiler tubes
bacteria

fertilizer plant dust & fumes
smelter plant dust & fumes

sulfuric acid mist & fumes
paint pigments

coal smoke
oil smoke & pulverized fuel fly ash

atmospheric dust
resin smoke

tobacco smoke
magnesium oxide smoke

condensation nuclei
open hearth steel furnace fumes

carbon black

NOTES:
  Nominal 20” x 24” = 19-5/16” x 23-5/16” Actual
  Nominal 20” x 20” = 19-5/16” x 19-5/16” Actual  

  Nominal 12” x 24” = 11-5/16” x 23-5/16” Actual.

Nominal  Media   CFM   Resist.
size # of area   capacity   in. W.G.

WxHxD pockets sq. ft. model no.  low med high  low med high

24x24x12 6 27 SP40G6 4412 1000 1500 2000 .06 .10 .16
20x24x12 5 24 SP40G5 0412 850 1250 1600 .08 .10 .15
20x20x12 5 22 SP40G5 0012 775 1000 1500 .07 .11 .19
12x24x12 3 13 SP40G3 2412 500 750 1000 .07 .11 .18
24x24x21 6 46 SP40G6 4421 2000 2500 3000 .14 .20 .28
20x24x21 5 41 SP40G5 0421 1600 2000 2500 .13 .20 .28
20x20x21 5 39 SP40G5 0021 1500 1750 2000 .17 .22 .28
12x24x21 3 23 SP40G3 2421 1000 1250 1500 .14 .22 .32

Nominal  Media   CFM   Resist.
size # of area   capacity   in. W.G.

WxHxD pockets sq. ft. model no.  low med high  low med high

24x24x10 6 22 SP5006 4410 800 1200 1600 .08 .12 .18
20x24x10 5 18 SP5005 0410 650 1000 1250 .08 .14 .18
20x20x10 5 15 SP5005 0010 575 900 1050 .08 .14 .16
12x24x10 3 10 SP5003 2410 400 600 800 .08 .13 .20
24x24x15 6 33 SP5006 4415 1000 1500 2000 .06 .10 .16
20x24x15 5 28 SP5005 0415 750 1250 1500 .06 .13 .18
20x20x15 5 24 SP5005 0015 625 1150 1300 .06 .13 .16
12x24x15 3 16 SP5003 2415 500 750 1000 .06 .14 .2.0
24x24x18 6 40 SP5006 4418 1500 2000 2500 .10 .16 .24

20x24x18 5 33 SP5005 0418 1250 1600 2000 .10 .16 .24
20x20x18 5 28 SP5005 0018 1150 1500 1750 .12 .17 .22
12x24x18 3 20 SP5003 2418 750 1000 1250 .11 .18 .27
24x24x22 6 49 SP5006 4422 2000 2500 3000 .17 .24 .34
20x24x22 5 41 SP5005 0422 1600 2000 2500 .16 .24 .34
20x20x22 5 35 SP5005 0022 1500 1750 2000 .17 .22 .28
12x24x22 3 25 SP5003 2422 1000 1250 1500 .18 .26 .37

Series Media  Average Average MERV
Rating Color Efficiency Thickness Arrestance

40% yellow 35-40% .15 95% --
50% tan 45-50% .25 96% --
65% orange 60-65% .25 97% 11
85% red 80-85% .25 98% 12
95% yellow 90-95% .25 99% 15

Performance Data:  SERVA-PAK 50
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